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1. Simulation

The anecdote about the economist looking for his lost car key s:

“An accurat e answer to the wrong ques tion”? (using closed-
form met hods)

or : simulation (numerical methods)

“Approximat e answer s to the right ques tions”

Helped by the developments in comput er hardw are and
sof tware such as NetLogo.

Meanwhile: Comput er Science has borrowed simulation tools
from the natural world:
1. artificial neural nets, 2. simulated annealing,
3. genetic algorit hms/prog ramming

Want : dynamics, out-of-equilibr ium char acter isations in our
models.
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Simulation Social Science, not Phy sical Science

At the agg reg ate level, similar.

But at the micro level, the agents in social science models are
people, with self-conscious motiv ations and actions. And social
int eractions in network s.

Beware: Agg reg ate behaviour may be well described by
dif ferential equations, with little difference from models of
inanimat e agents at the micro level.
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The Five Functions of Simulations:

(from Hartmann 1996)

1. As a Technique — to inves tigat e the det ailed dynamics of
a sys t em.

2. As a Heur istic Tool — to develop hypotheses, models,
and theor ies.

3. As “Exper iments” — per for m numer ical exper iments,
Mont e Carlo probabilis tic sampling (see Marks 2014
lat er).

4. As a Tool for Experiment alists — to suppor t exper iments.

5. As a Pedagogic Tool — to gain underst anding of a
process.
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1. As a Technique

• Solution of a set of equations describing a comple x (e.g.
bott om-up) int eraction.

• Discrete (Cellular Aut omata): if the model behaviour ≠
empir ical, it must be because of the transition rules.

• Continuous: not so clear-cut : bac kground theor y v. model
assumptions

Q: does more realis tic assumption → more accur ate
prediction?

“A simulation is no better than the assumptions built into it” —
Herber t Simon (Nobel laureat e 19 78).
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2. As a Heuris tic Tool

Simulation is useful where the theor y is not well developed,
and the causal relationships are not well understood:

• theor y development = guessing suitable assumptions that
may imit ate the change process itself;

• but how to assess assumptions independently?

St eve Durlauf: Is there an underlying optimisation by agents?
(his “Comple xity and Empir ical Economics,” EJ, 2005)

< >
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3. As a Substitut e for Exper iment

When actual exper iments are perhaps:

• pragmaticall y impossible: scale, time; or

• theoreticall y impossible: counter factuals; or

• et hicall y impossible: e.g. taxation, no minimum wage;

• financiall y impossible: too expensive to under take.

or to complement lab exper iments
(See the link to Mont e Carlo Probablis tic Sampling.)
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4. As a Tool for Experiment alists

• to inspire exper iments

• to preselect possible systems & set-ups

• to anal yse exper iments
(s tatis tical adjus tment of data)
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5. For Learning

A pedagogic device through play ...

See Mitchell Resnic k. Turtles, ter mites, and traf fic jams:
Explorations in massively parallel microworlds. MIT Press, 1994.

Play wit h NetLogo models, and exper ience emergence: Life is
famous, and other s too.

See the Models Librar y that comes with the NetLogo download.
e.g. Thomas Schelling’s Seg reg ation model (Nobel laureat e
2005) in the NetLogo Models Librar y/Sample Models/Social
Science

< >
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Summar y

A simulation imitat es one process by another process

With Social Sciences: few good descriptions of static aspects,
and even fewer of dynamic aspects

(R emember the economis ts’ focus on: exis t ence, uniqueness,
st ability) — but what about out-of-equilibr ium adjus tments?

< >
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Robus t Predictions from Simple Theory

(from Latané, 1996)

Four conceptions of simulation as a tool for doing social science:

1. As a scientific tool: theor y + simulation +
exper imentation

2. As a language for expressing theor y:

— natur al language,

— mat hematical equations (i.e., closed for m), and

— comput er prog rams, such as C++, Java, etc.

3. As an “easy” alter native to thinking: robus t coding

4. As a machine for discovering consequences of theor y: if
this, then that. (i.e. suf ficiency).
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A Third Way of Doing Science DIS

(from Axelrod & Tesfatsion 2006)

Deduction + Induction + Simulation.

• Deduction: deriving theorems from assumptions

• Induction: finding patter s in empir ical dat a

• Simulation: assumptions → dat a for inductive anal ysis

S dif fer s from D & I in its implement ation & goals.

S per mits increased underst anding of systems through
controlled comput er exper iments

< >
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Emergence of self-organisation (Miller & Page, 2007, Ch. 4)

Examples: ice, magnetism, money, markets, civil society, prices,
seg reg ation.

Defn: emergent proper ties are proper ties of a system that exis t
at a higher level of agg reg ation than the original description of
the sys t em.
No t from superposition, but from inter action at the micro level.

Adam Smith’s Invisible Hand → pr ices

Schelling’s residential tipping (segregation) model:
People move because of a weak preference for a neighbourhood
that has at least 33% of those adjoining the same (colour, race,
what ever) → seg reg ation.

Need models with more than one level to explore emergent
phenomena.
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Families of Simulation Models

1. Sys t em Dynamics SD
(from differential equations)

2. Cellular Automat a CA
(from von Neumann & Ulam, relat ed to Game Theory)

3. Agent-Based Models ABM, or Multi-Agent Models MAM,
or Agent-Based Comput ational Economics ACE, or Multi-
Agent Systems MAS
(from Artificial Intelligence)

4. Learning Models LM
(from Simulated Evolution and from Psychology)
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Compar ison of Simulation Techniques

Gilber t & Troitzsch compare these (and other s):

Technique Number Communication Comple xity Number
of Levels between agents of agents of agents

SD 1 No Low 1
CA 2+ Maybe Low Many
ABM 2+ Yes High Few
LM 2+ Maybe High Many

Number of Levels: “2+” means the technique can model more
than a single level (the individual, or the society) and the
int eraction between levels.

This is necessary for investig ating emergent phenomena.

So “agent-based models” excludes simple Systems Dynamics
(SD) models, but can include the other s.
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Simulation: The Big Questions
from: www.csse.monash.edu.au/∼ korb/subjects/cse467/ques tions.html

• What is a simulation?

• What is a model?

• What is a theor y?

• How do we tes t the validity of any of the above?

• When do we trust them, what sort of under standing do they afford us?

• What is an exper iment? What does it mean to exper iment wit h a simulation?

• What is the role of the comput er in simulation?

• How does gener al systems dynamics influence simulations?

• How do we handle sensitivity to initial conditions?

• How precisel y can a simulation approximat e real life / a model?

• How do we decide whether to use a theor y / model / simulation / lab exper iment /
intuition for a given problem?

• Does a simulation have to tell us something?

• How comple x is too comple x, how simple is too simple?

• How much infor mation do we need to (a) build and (b) tes t a simulation?

• How/when can the transition from a quantit ative to a qualit ative claim be made?
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Verification + Validation ≡ Assur ance

Verification (or inter nal validity): is the simulation working as
you want it to:

— is it “doing the thing right?”

Validation: is the model used in the simulation correct?

— is it “doing the right thing?”

To Ver ify: use a suite of tes ts, and run them every time you
change the simulation code — to ver ify the changes have not
introduced extr a bugs.

Perhaps code using a different platfor m, or dock.

< >
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Validation

Ideall y: compare the simulation output with the real world.

But : 1. stoc hastic ∴ complet e accord is unlikel y, and the
dis tribution of differences is usually unknown

2. pat h-dependence: output is sensitive to initial
conditions/par ameter s

3. tes t for “retrodiction”: reversing time in the
simulation; or: tes t from a past dat e to the present :
calibr ate wit h his t ory

4. what if the model is correct, but the input data are
bad?

Use Sensitivity Analysis, to ask:

• robus tness of the model to assumptions made

• which are the crucial initial conditions/paramet ers?

use: randomised Monte Carlo, with many runs.
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Judd’s ideas (2006)

“Far better an approximat e answer to the right ques tion ... than an
exact answer to the wrong ques tion.”

— John Tukey, 1962.

That is, economists face a tradeof f between:

the numer ical er ror s of comput ational work
and

the specification errors of anal yticall y tr act able models.
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Two Kinds of ABM

We can think of two kinds of ABM:

1. demons trative ABM models (“explor ator y”)

These models demonstr ate principles, rat her than trac king
his t orical phenomena. A demons trative ABM is an exis t ence
proof.
Examples: Schelling’s Seg reg ation Game, my Boy s and Girls
NetLogo model, my Emergence of Risk Neutr ality, and other s

2. descriptive ABM models. (“phenomena-based”)

These models attempt to der ive suf ficient conditions to match
his t orical phenomena, as reflect ed in historical data. This
requires validation (model choice).
Examples: Midgley et al. modelling brand riv alry, alife models,
etc
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